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We’re heading into the final rounds of the 2017 series and it’s staggering to 
believe that nine years of Hobie® fishing tournaments are almost completed. 

Once again the series has evolved further and we’ve seen an encouraging 
growth in new angler participation and some really exciting competition.

Anglers, who are yet to make the cut for the AC (Australian Championship), 
will be attacking the racks, paddocks and flats of Wallis Lake, in Forster, 
hoping to crack a qualifying spot in the prestigious Australian Championship 
to be held in Western Australia in November. 

Most of the top twenty anglers in the current Angler of the Year (AOY) 
pointscore, will be contesting the final round of the series to build on their 
AOY points. While the top ten AOY finishers qualify to compete in a team 
event, fishing out of PA 17T kayaks, for Sooty Grunter and Barramundi 
in North Queensland, most are chasing a place on the team to represent 
Australia at the Hobie Fishing World Championships (HFW7) in Amal, 
Sweden in May next year.

As well as making the cut for HFW7 and the Barra-Sooty Grunter comp, 
the winner of AOY qualifies for the Australian Championship; they receive a 
handy $1000 cheque from our generous sponsor Mortgage Corp and they’ll 
get to fish for Bass alongside Carl Jocumsen in the USA.

While our tournaments are stacked full of prizes and incredible opportunities 
for the high achievers, the bulk of anglers compete to have fun and to get 
out and fish with like minded people in some of Australia’s best fishing 
locations in what I believe to be the best organised and run fishing series 
in the country. 

Thanks for competing everyone, and thank you to the Hobie dealer network 
and to our sponsors, Daiwa, Berkley, Atomic, Lowrance, Rhino-Rack, Power-
Pole, Strike Pro, JML Anglers Alliance, TT Lures, Mortgage Corp, Pro Lure 
and Hobie Polarized.

Steve Fields. Tournament Director

MESSAGE FROM THE 
TOURNAMENT DIRECTOR
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FANTASTIC FORSTER

FINAL QUALIFIER SET TO GO OFF! BIG TIME!
Rhino-Rack Round 12 of Hobie Kayak Bream Series 9 will be a HUGE.

Wallis Lake at Forster will potentially be the first Hobie tournament in New South Wales 
(NSW), in nine seasons to exceed the 100 angler mark. The NSW record of 96 anglers was set 
at the same venue last year, where over $7200 in cash prizes was paid out and sponsor prize 
packs to the value of $3500 were won. 

If entries crack 100 anglers in the September 16-17 round, Hobie Fishing will throw in an extra 
$1000 in cash prizes, as an incentive to those who finish outside of the top 10. 

The pristine environment around the Wallis Lake arena is the perfect spot to smash ALL kind 
of records! 

If you haven’t fished Forster previously, there’s definitely somewhere to suit your favourite 
technique, with a little research you’ll be up for some really, sweet action in a superb location.

The system is massive, diverse and offers challenges and quality fishing along rocky edges; 
on weedy flats, around man made and natural structure; near sand bank lined deep channels; 
drop offs and the adrenalin filled, highs and lows of fishing oyster racks and the poled paddocks 
that scatter across this amazing arena. 

RACK’IN UP THE SEASON AT

The Yellowfin Bream of Forster are big too. Last year a 1.41kg monster was pulled from under 
a rack with 390 bream caught over the two days of the event, weighing an impressive 180kg. 
You’re going to pull some serious fish out of this Yellowfin mecca.

Round 12 is your final opportunity to qualify for the Australian Championship, to edge your way 
up the Angler of the Year (AOY) pointscore table and milk some of the exciting benefits on offer, 
like the Barramundie - Sooty Grunter comp in North Queensland for the top ten AOY finishers; 
a place in the team to represent Australia at the world championships for the top six; the $1000 
cheque from Mortgage Corp and a trip the USA fishing with Carl Jocumsen for the AOY winner. 

If you’re male, female, young, old or new to tournament fishing we have something special for 
you. 

Our Division winners, Youth (16-under 21yrs), Women’s, Masters (60-64), Grand Masters (65+) 
and PA17T teams take home excellent prize packs. When registering First Timers can opt for 
a free entry and are eligible to win a sponsor prize pack in their division, but are not up for the 
cash prizes. If they pay the entry fee they compete for the BIG BUCKS!.

The Rhino-Rack Forster Round is Seriouly Worth the Trip! Don’t miss this one!

Register Online at hobiefishing.com.au
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BERKLEY ROUND 8 OF HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9 TOOK PLACE AT PORT MACQUARIE, ON THE NEW SOUTH WALES 
MID NORTH COAST ON 10 -11 JUNE. 47 ANGLERS FROM QUEENSLAND, THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY, VICTORIA 
AND NEW SOUTH WALES, HEADED TO ONE OF THE SERIES’ FAVOURITE LOCATIONS.

On both days anglers pedaled off from the 
Power-Pole starting line in Kooloonbung 
Creek, situated close to the mouth of “the 
Hastings”. The forecast was for the heavy 
showers, that had rained consistently 
through pre-fish, to continue into the two 
days of competition. However, the rain eased 
on both mornings of the tournament and 
anglers started under very heavy, low cloud, 
and fortunately, no rain.

As the morning progressed on day one, it 
became very wet, with an icy breeze and the 
air temperature well below predictions. The 
water temperature sat around 20 degrees 
Celsius, and while it was uncomfortable for 
anglers, the conditions were ideal for a good 
bite. Sunday looked ominous with heavy rain 
falling as anglers prepared for the day, but 
midway through the 6:30am briefing the rain 
eased and after a few scattered, morning 
showers the weather broke and patches 
of blue began to appear in the sky around 
11:15am. A reasonably widespread cloud 
cover remained, but the wind fell away, and 
the bite became slightly tougher to entice 
than it had been on day one.

Both days had fantastic starts, with all 
anglers getting off the line cleanly. Fifteen 
to twenty kayaks headed up the left channel 
towards the moorings, the marina and an 

alternative course to the punt that crosses 
the main channel. The rest of the field headed 
out into the main channel of the Hastings, 
some stopped to hit the rock wall that lines 
the north-eastern side of the river mouth. 
The majority who headed in that direction 
used the stronger flow, of the incoming tide, 
to assist them in the 20 to 30 minute pedal 
up stream to Lineburners Creek and the 
back lake, with their oyster racks, poles and 
paddocks. Just a few competitors headed into 
the small canal system lined with rock walls, 
wharfs, floating pontoons and boat hulls, and 
in the end this proved to be a wise choice.

Pre-fish reports of plentiful fish and a good 
bite were confirmed with an early bite, on 
both days, that saw many anglers bagging out 
with four fish, before 9am. Sunday was a little 
tougher than day one, but a high percentage 
of anglers brought home full, or near full 
bags.

After the day one weigh-in Queenslander 
Luke Rogan was heading the field. Sitting 
very close to Rogan in second place was 
another Queenslander, Tyson Hayes. In third  
and well within striking distance of the top 
two was Glenn Allen from New South Wales.

Day One Fish Caught: 128
Day One Anglers with Fish: 41 from 47

PORT MACQUARIE
RND 08: PORT MACQUARIE, NEW SOUTH WALES 

Day Two Fish Caught: 114
Total Fish Caught: 242
Total Weight: 115.03kg
Total Cash Payout: $3 410

ROGAN THE CANAL CRUNCHER

Luke Rogan made his long trip, down from 
Queensland, worthwhile, with a convincing 
win in Berkley round 8 of Series 9. Rogan 
finished with a day one bag of 2.89kg that took 
him to the lead of the field. He followed that up 
with 2.87kg on day two, giving him a two day 
bag total of 8 fish for 5.76kg. He took home 
an excellent sponsor prize pack and a cash 
payout of $1440 for his efforts. He also gained 
a place in the Australian Championship in 
Western Australia and accumulated 100 
Angler of the Year (AOY) points.

Rogan gave us a brief rundown of his weekend 
in Port Macquarie.

“On Saturday, I headed up to the canals. I 
would fish and then move really, quickly, 
hitting pontoons along the way through the 
first canal system. I got some good fish and I 
saw a lot of other good fish as I moved about. 
So, with the bag that I had, which I thought 
was pretty good, I decided to leave the fish 
there alone, so I could come back to them on 
day two”.

“On Sunday, I headed straight back up to the 
canals (with my fingers crossed all the way) 
hoping the fish were still where I left them. 
When I got into the canals, the fish were there 
and they were biting. I was crank baiting the 
pontoons with ZipBaits and I was throwing 
crabs around the poles”.

“The wind was a little stronger on day one 
and that seemed to make the fish a little less 
scared to come out from under the structure. 
On day two they were a little, more, timid so 
I just had to slow everything down, and that 
seemed to be all I needed to make things 
work”.

Rod: Major Craft Volkey VKS-63UL 6’3”
Reel: Daiwa Steez
Line: 6lb Unitika straight through
Lure: Khamsin Zip Bait, Cranka Crab in olive

TYSON SEES THROUGH THE HAZE

Tyson Hayes also travelled down from 
Queensland and finished in second place, 
340 grams behind the winner. Hayes finished 
with a day one bag of 2.88kg. He held onto 
that place at the end of the tournament with 
2.54kg on day two, giving him a two day bag 
total of 8 fish for 5.42kg. Hayes won a major 
sponsor prize pack, a cash payout of $860 
and gained himself a place in the Australian 
Championship in Western Australia as well as 
accumulating 99 AOY points.

Hayes briefed us on how he attacked the 
Hastings River bream.

HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9
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“This was my first round for the season and it 
turned out to be a good two days, it was well 
worth coming down for”.

“On day one I started up river in the canals, 
from there I went further up fishing floating 
racks. I was fishing them with unweighted 
plastics, Zman Slim Swimz in multiple 
colours, the bloodworm and the pumpkin 
seed. I had 2.88kg on Saturday and I was 
pretty, happy with that. On the second day, 
I knew there would still be fish out there. I 
went up an extra 1k (kilometre) and that paid 
off for me, I got 2.5kg into my livewell. I was 
fishing with the same stuff I used on day one, 
the same unweighted plastics under floating 
racks, but just further up the system. I also 
got some of them on ZipBaits and throwing 
Cranka Crabs at the poles”.

Rod: 13 Fish Omen Black J-30T
Reel: Daiwa Luvias 2004
Line: Plastics 6lb braid - Hardbodies – 4lb FC 
straight through
Lure: Zman Slim Swimz in bloodworm and 
pumpkin seed.

Third place went to Glenn Allen from the 
Central Coast in New South Wales who, like 
the top two, held on to his day one position. 
Allen pulled in 2.77kg on day one and 2.03kg 
on day two giving him a tournament total 
of 8 fish for 4.80kg. He bagged a valuable 
sponsor pack, $510 and 98 AOY points, which 
has taken him up to 4th place on the AOY 
leader board for the series, so far, this year.

ATOMIC BIG BREAM

Paul Hardiman from the ACT won the Atomic 
Big Bream prize, for the biggest fish of the 

round. He pulled his 960g bream by delicately 
crawling a black Pro Lure crank, over the 
top of oyster covered rocks and “Hoping like 
heck” he could pull it out.

Rod: CF CustomZ NorthFork Composites 7”, 
Fast
Reel: Shimano Stradic Ci 4
Line: 3lb FC straight through
Lure: Pro Lure S36 Crank in Matt Black

DIVISIONS

Youth Division
Jack Gammie (NSW) day one 4 for 1.56kg, 
day two 4-fish for 1.60kg - Total of 3.16kg. 

Women’s Division
Michelle Carmody (NSW) day one 2 for 
0.65kg, day two 2 for 0.70kg - Total of 1.35kg. 

Master’s Division
Lex Court (NSW) day one 4 fish for 2.14kg, 
day two 2 for 0.77kg - Total of 2.91kg. 

PA 17T Tandem Division
Cullen and Francis DiMattina (NSW) day one 
4 for 1.73kg, day two 4 for 1.64kg - Total of 
3.37kg.

First Timers
Steve Currey from Queensland caught fish on 
both days to total 2.05kg.

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER MOVER

Paul Dunlop won the Mortgage Corp Power 
Pack, jumping from zero fish on day one 
to bag 1.45kg on day two and finish in 34th 
position on the Rhino-Rack leader board.

Luke Rogan
Queensland
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GEKKABIJIN AIR 2003
Refined, finesse & super light are just some of the words that describe the 
all new Gekkabijin Air 2003. 

A new benchmark has been set for light tackle spinning reels with the 
introduction of this new model. The full Zaion body shaves weight down 
to just 175g. This new model is equipped with our famous Magseal 
technology helping to reduce water & foreign particle intrusion while 
keeping the reel operation smooth. 

The stopping power is taken care of by the ATD drag, delivering a faultless, 
even drag curve which is vital for light tackle finesse styles of fishing. With 
a black and red exterior, this is one serious reel with the performance to 
back up its good looks.

       Features

       • Real Four
       • Zaion
       • Digigear II
       • Mag Seal
       • Magseal Line Roller
       • Air Rotor
       • ABS II
       • Air Spool
       • Twistbuster II
       • Airbail
       • ATD
       • Infinite Anti Reverse

       Available now. RRP: $399.00
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CHARTREUSE SHRIMP
Recently released from Pro Lure is the new Chartreuse Shrimp colour in the Live 
Yabbie soft plastic profile. With a super bright UV enhanced chartreuse belly and 
natural brown back it is the perfect combination when a little flare is required and has 
already proved a winner during the testing phase landing some quality fish. Sure to be 
a winner for the bream and bass anglers it ads further versatility to the popular Live 
Yabbie range.

prolureaustralia.com.au

TACKLE BOX
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ATOMIC HARDZ VIB 70
Super tuned and super sized, the new 70mm Atomic Vib now sees the Atomic Hardz 
Vib range as the complete series, with three sizes (50, 60, and 70mm) make up this 
impressive range. 

Designed and tuned to swim straight and true all the time every time the new 70mm 
model is a lures that can handle a host of different retrieve speeds and deliver the 
angler a range of different presentation options. 

The largest of the series, the 70mm version quarry such as Murray cod, and 
barramundi will find it hard to resist the rattling intruder. Freshwater species of 
course aren’t the only ones that will fall in love with these two new lures, flathead, 
and mangrove jack, mulloway, trevally, snapper and of course a host of offshore 
species are destined to fall in love with this new Atomic Hardz Vib. Available in all of 
Atomic Hardz 18 popular colours. 

CODE: HVIB70R | RATTLE | STYLE: SINKING | SIZE: 70MM | WEIGHT: 15.5g ACTION: 
VIBRATION | DEPTH: ALL 

 Visit www.atomiclures.com.au or facebook.com/atomiclures 

ATOMIC SEMI-HARDZ VIB 75 & 110
The popular Semi Hardz vib is back bigger and better. Featuring the same attention 
to detail and innovation in design and action as the Semi Hardz range that preceded 
it, the 75mm and 110mm models answers the calls from anglers for a large lure to 
catch larger fish.  

From bottom bashing down deep, to casting long and far for pelagic species, and 
even trolling out wide and in close for fasting moving target species these are a lure 
that will grab the attention of anglers and fish alike. 

Soft and subtle in feel yet powerful and robust in action, this is Semi Hardz that every 
offshore and estuary will need to have in their tackle box. 

Available in a range of eye catching, fish loving Semi Hardz colours. 

Style: Lipless Vibration: 75mm Weight: Action: Multi-purpose Style: Lipless Vibration: 
110mm Weight: Action: Multi-purpose 

CODE: SHV75 | STYLE: SINKING | SIZE: 75MM | WEIGHT: 25.0g ACTION: VIBRATION 
| DEPTH: ALL CODE: SHV110 | STYLE: SINKING | SIZE: 110MM | WEIGHT: 57.0g 
ACTION: VIBRATION | DEPTH: ALL 

 Visit www.atomiclures.com.au or facebook.com/atomiclures



STRIKE PRO ROUND 9 OF HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9 WAS CONTESTED 0N THE GOLD COAST, IN SUNNY 
QUEENSLAND ON THE JULY 22-23 WEEKEND. A QUEENSLAND RECORD BREAKING FIELD OF 51 ANGLERS FROM 
QUEENSLAND (QLD), THE AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY (ACT), VICTORIA (VIC) AND NEW SOUTH WALES (NSW) 
HEADED TO THE SAME STUNNING LOCATION WHERE THE 2016 AUSTRALIAN CHAMPIONSHIP WAS CONTESTED AT 
THE MOUTH OF THE BUSY NERANG RIVER.

At 7am on both days anglers headed from 
the Power-Pole starting line off Mitchell 
Park in the Broadwater Parklands, located 
in Southport. The weather was perfect 
with warm, sunny, winter conditions, clear 
skies and temperatures in the mid-twenties 
(Celsius). The tide was just on high, as they 
blasted off on day one, and about an hour 
short of full tide on day two and the water 
temperature hovered around 20°C.

On day one most anglers headed north, toward 
Runaway Bay and other canal systems, Wave 
Break Island, Crab Island and further up to 
Paradise Point and Sovereign Island.  Around 
a third of the field pedaled towards the city 
skyscrapers to fish navigation markers at the 
edge of the main channel, the trawlers around 
the fish co-op, the Gold Coast Highway Bridge 
pylons and the pontoons and wharfs along the 
“Nerang” and its southern canals.

The bite was on right from the start on both 
days, and while those who headed north were 
still travelling, with kilometre after kilometre 
already under their belt, some who chose to 
fish closer to home, already had full bags of 
4 bream. 

The pre-fish reports had been excellent with 
anglers bringing back news that there were 
plenty of good sized fish across the system. 
This prediction proved to be correct when the 
tournament got under way with a lot of fish 
moving to the front of the river system and 
schooling in large numbers. Winter on the 
Gold Coast is spawning time when Yellowfin 
Bream head out offshore to spawn. They 
appeared to be gathering in heavy pre-spawn 
and lighter weight post-spawn schools, either 
way they were hungry and eager to take to 
tempting presentations.

Brendan Pieschel from the Manning River 
district in New South Wales led the field of 
anglers after day one with the second largest 
single bag of the two days of fishing with 4 
fish for 2.84kg. Pieschel followed it up with 
a 4-bream bag of 2.01kg on day two to finish 
with 8 fish for 4.85kg, unfortunately, just 80g 
behind the leader. Pieschel won a hefty $750 
cash prize and an excellent sponsor prize 
pack valued at over $250. 

The top 10 anglers shared a total cash prize 
payout of $3,720, and over $2,500 in sponsor 
prizes were shared by open and other division 

GOLD COAST
RND 09: GOLD COAST, QUEENSLAND 

HOBIE® KAYAK BREAM SERIES 9

winners.

Day One Fish Caught: 160
Day One Anglers with Fish: 50 from 51
Day Two Fish Caught: 151
Total Fish Caught: 311
Total Weight: 144.91kg
Average Weight: 466g
Total Cash Payout: $3 720

THE MIGHTY PRYKIE

Steven Pryke from Lakes Entrance in Victoria 
made his massive trip up from Victoria totally 
worthwhile by moving up from his day one 
second place to squeeze out day one leader 
Brendan Pieschel to win round 9 of Series 
9. Pryke the youngest competitor of the 
tournament at nineteen years old, earned 
himself the young gun title, catching 4 fish 
on day one weighing in at 2.59kg and backing 
it up on day two with 4 for 2.34kg. The catch 
gave him a two-day accumulative winning 
score of 8 bream for 4.93kg. Pryke won $1430 
and an excellent sponsor prize pack for his 
competitive edge. 

In only his third season of Hobie tournament 

fishing, and with his first major win, he 
has also guaranteed himself a place in the 
Australian Championship to be contested 
in Western Australia later this year. Pryke 
has also accumulated 100 Angler of the Year 
(AOY) points which has placed him in a strong 
position to pick up a spot on the team to 
represent Australia - with 3 qualifying rounds 
yet to be completed - at the upcoming world 
championship in Amal, Sweden in May next 
year.

Pryke outlined his weekend on the Gold Coast.

“Each day I started out on the channel 
markers straight out in front of the take-off 
area. There were a lot of school fish there so I 
got a bag on both days within the first 15 to 20 
minutes, so I had a long time to upgrade. I was 
able to get my bag throwing Berkley shrimps 
and Hitec minnows at them.

I would then head up towards the bridge (Gold 
Coast Highway Bridge). I’d work the bridge 
pylons and pick up a few upgrades from there 
but the most consistent place for upgrades for 
me was the area out in front to the pool (Gold 
Coast Aquatic Centre). I managed to pick up a 
lot of my bigger fish from that area, especially 
the 880g fish I caught yesterday (Saturday day 
one)”.
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Rod - MillersRods Control Freak cf xf 6’10”  
     1/3kg; Daiwa Harrier 6/10lb
Reel - Daiwa Luvias 1000 
Line - Berkley Fireline 3lb; Daiwa j-Braid 
Leader – Sunline FC Rock 3lb
Lures – Berkley Gulp 2in Shrimp in Banana 
Prawn on 1/8 jighead; Ecogear Aqua bream 
Prawn on 1/0 Owner worm hook

PIESCHEL POSTS SECOND

Brendan Pieschel gave a brief run down of his 
weekend in Queensland.

“Pre-fish was good for me I did well in that 
going into day one. On day one the marinas I 
wanted to work (Versace and Mirage Marinas) 
were taken out of play, I wanted to go in there, 
so that threw me out a bit. 

So instaed I hit the flats with a lot of grubbing, 
blades, zMans and Gulps, that was pretty 
much it. I was also slugging it out on both 
days on the flats to get the fish. I dropped 
a few good ones today (Sunday day two) 
unfortunately, but that’s fishing. I chased 
Steven (Pryke) out from the start today, out to 
the channel markers. He beat me to the mark 
and got his fish, I wasn’t in a rush because I 
knew the school was there, I just wanted to 
get 4 in the well (livewell). I got those four, 
after Steve did his thing, and got his. Then I 
went and chased some others on boat hulls 
but couldn’t get any upgrades so I came back 
onto the flats and they started hitting again. It 
worked for me for the rest of the afternoon, 
except when the wind came up later in the 
afternoon and when jet boats were around”.   

Third place went to Mark Young, from the NSW 
central coast, who had a fantastic tournament 
finishing with his young family there to see 
him get up on stage to receive his accolades 
and prizes. Young followed up his solid day 
one bag of 4 for 2.27kg, with the second 
heaviest bag of day two with 4 for 2.57kg. He 
took home a handy $480 and a sponsor prize 
pack for the weekend.

ATOMIC BIG BREAM

Michelle Carmody from New South Wales 
won the Atomic Big Bream $100 cash prize, 
for the biggest fish of the round. She pulled 
her 930g bream near the Gold Coast Highway 
bridge on a Berkley Gulp Crabby 2.5” in camo 
on a TT hidden weight 1/16 jighead.

DIVISIONS

Youth Division
Steven Pryke from Victoria 8 fish for 4.93kg

Women’s Division
Michelle Carmody from New South Wales 3 
fish for 1.92kg

Master’s Division
Lex Irwin for Queensland 8 for 2.99kg

PA 17T Tandem Division
Callum Sprott and Koji Maki from 
Queensland 3 fish for 1.38kg

First Timers

Paul Delos Santos from New South Wales 8 
fish for 3.16kg

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER MOVER

Billy Howard from Queensland won the 
Mortgage Corp Power Pack, jumping from 
44th position with 0.47kg on day one to 
finish in 35th position at the close of the 
tournament with his day two bag of 4 fish for 
1.72kg. Steven Pryke

Victoria
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TD SOL SPIN RODS FROM DAIWA
Combining Daiwa cutting edge blank design with unmatched 
value the new TD Sol series is undeniably impressive, built to 
perform. Light, powerful and designed for ultimate strength 
and performance this is the spinning and baitcaster series 
that delivers unrivalled value.

Light, responsive, and crisp in action, TD Sol blank 
performance is enhanced courtesy of X45 blank technologies 
that eliminate blank twist and distortion to increase rod 
strength, function, and sensitivity. By eliminating twist and 
preventing the blank from losing its round form, X45 allows 
a lighter, small diameter blank to be made.

By combining Fuji’s guide technology with Daiwa’s RR 
(reduced resistance) guide design system, the guide 
placement and sizing allows for the superior casting 
qualities available from these blanks.

If you looking for great value for money without compromising 
on quality then the TD Sol series is Daiwa’s best choice in the 
rod range

Features

• HVF Nanoplus
• X45
• V-joint
• Fuji Alconite KL Guides
• Daiwa Surround Hold reel seats
• Custom alloy componentry
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TACKLE BOX
TRUEGLIDE GUPPY
The TrueGlide Guppy has been the gold standard for handmade wood glide baits. 
Accounting for numerous Tournament wins and huge fish as well as filling up collector’s 
cabinets.

One of the things you notice first about the Guppie is the artwork.Up until now, these 
colours have only been available on hand painted wood lures produced by Joe Peterson.

Strike Pro/CWC in partnership with Peterson are bringing these unique colours to the 
market for the first time.

The paint schemes incorporate using paint or glitter on the INSIDE SHELL of the bait, in 
addition to painting the outside shell. This mimics the technique Peterson used on his 
wood baits, layering paint between topcoats for a 3-D effect. It also prolongs the colour 
of the bait fish after fish. Strike Pro has even replicated the 3-D eyes that TrueGlide are 
famous for.

In addition to the obvious good looks, The Guppies body profile allows the lure to 
produce an amazing body roll and it slides from side to side in outstanding fashion. The 
Guppie also features an innovative cork screw at the tail of the bait allowing the angler 
to fish with either a curltail or paddletail soft plastic tail creating the ULTIMATE SWIM 
BAIT!

The Guppie is 13cm in length, weighs 120g and is an ultra slow sinking lure and comes 
fitted with Owner trebles.

The Guppie comes in 5 outstanding colours with more exciting colours to be added 
shortly.

The Guppie is a very effective lure that is deadly on Barramundi, Mulloway, Murray Cod 
and pelagic species.

To find out more on the Strike Pro range visit our website at www.jurofishing.com
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PERTH CONVENTION & EXHIBITION CENTRE

22-24 SEPTEMBER

ADELAIDE SHOWGROUND

20-22 OCTOBER

SA BOAT & FISHING SHOW

VISIT US AT YOUR NEAREST BOAT SHOW
HOBIE®

You Belong on a

PERTH INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW



The “One Day Wonder” saw anglers from 
Queensland (Qld), the Australian Capital 
Territory (ACT), Victoria (VIC) and New 
South Wales (NSW) compete for cash prizes, 
sponsor prize packs and Angler of the Year 
(AOY) points.

Some anglers struggled through pre-fish, 
while others found fish all over the arena. 
On both pre-fish and competition days the 
weather was sensational and the location 
stunning. Winter days don’t get much better 
than they were in Mooloolaba but the clear 
water made it a tough fishery, with easily 
spooked fish calling for stealth and finesse.

Most reports from anglers were that the 
bite was much tougher on competition day, 
and everyone had to work hard to attract 
legal sized bream. It seemed like a different 
waterway to the pre-fish day and while bream, 
were tough to locate and catch, there was 
plenty of bi-catch, including some big trevally 
and even a massive grouper or two. But those 
who knuckled down and slogged it out found 
rewards in their persistence and adjustments 
to strategy.

The top 5 anglers shared a total cash prize 

payout of $1,350 and over $1,250 in sponsor 
prizes were shared by Open and other 
divisional winners.

Fish Caught: 97
Anglers with Fish: 33 from 37
Total Weight: 42.53kg
Average Weight: 438g
Total Cash Payout: $1350

BRYANT THE MOOLOOLABA GIANT

Scott Bryant from Brisbane in Queensland 
gave a brief rundown on how he climbed to 
the top of the leader board in Mooloolaba.

“I did a bit of pre-fish in the area in the lead up 
months (to the event) but didn’t go out on pre-
fish day, because I didn’t want to sting any of 
the fish. Knowing the area pretty well, I had 
a plan and was confident with it and it pretty 
much worked for me as expected”.

“Warm weather, clear skies and clear water 
is what I wanted and it happened. I had my 
bag of 4 bream by 8am, a high 30 (cm) and 3 
just under 30. I predominately fished only one 
set of canals all day and just rotated through 
the same pontoons over, and over again, and 
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I just kept pulling fish, upgrading a few times. 
I hit boat hulls as well, basically any structure 
that was in the shade”.

“As the tide changed, and started coming 
through in the morning the water really 
cleared up. I did have a quick look in other 
canals but they seemed to have a lot of 
sediment and didn’t quite look right to me. 
Where I chose to fish, the water was crystal 
clear and I could see the fish underneath the 
pontoons and the boat hulls, and it was just 
a matter of bringing them out into the open. 
I’d throw the hardbodies past the pontoons 
and slowly crank them back along the face, 
and when I’d see the fish follow the lure out 
I’d just pause it, they’d come up and pick it up, 
they’d try to go back under cover and away 
we’d go”.

“I was cranking the edge of the pontoons 
with little Jackall Chubbys, the Duo Ryuki 
Spearheads a couple of soft plastics including 
the Berkley Gulp shrimp, but 90% of my fish 
came on the hardbodies. I did find a pattern 
with the trevally that were in there, every time 
they started busting up, the bream got really 
aggressive and would start feeding on the 

edges, so I took advantage of that”.

Rod : MajorCraft Skyroad 1-5kg
Reel : Shimano Twin Power 1000
Line : FC Sniper 3lb
Lure : Duo Ryuki Spearhead 50 MD

KING OF THE ROAD

Mitch King hauled his way up to Queensland 
from Victoria for the second time within a 
month to fish a Hobie comp, and his trip to 
Mooloolaba paid off in cash and 99 AOY points.

“I travelled all of the way from Vic (Victoria) to 
Mooloolaba and was able to do the pre-fish for 
a few hours and hit all of the areas that I had 
read about. I went down to the trawlers and 
had a bit of a play around, hit some rock walls, 
some flats and eliminated some of the spots. I 
found a canal set that was holding some good 
fish. I could see them sitting under pontoons 
and they were taking lures, so I knew that it 
was going to be a canal thing for me”.

“I started my comp day by heading straight to 
the trawlers hoping to pull a quick fish, but 
there were a lot of people there so I bailed 
(left) pretty, quickly and went into the canals. 
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It was a slow start, which had me worried, but 
I hoped they would come on the chew as the 
tide rose later in the day”.

“I worked 3 or 4 sets of canals going up one 
side using a mixture of Gulps and Tiemco 
Stick Minnows. When I found the water was 
running a bit harder I threw on the faster 
sinking stuff. The stand out lure for me was 
definitely the stick minnow”.

“I ended up getting fish in scattered areas. 
They were few and far between, probably 
one every hour, but they were generally good 
fish”.

Rod : Miller Brawler
Reel : Daiwa Certate 2506
Line : Sunline Castaway 10lb
Leader : Sunline FC Rock 8lb
Lure : Tiemco Stick Minnow 007

ATOMIC BIG BREAM

Marco Grubb won the Atomic Big Bream 
$100 cash prize for the event. He caught his 
980g bream, more than double the size of the 
average bream in the area, throwing crabs at 
the trawlers.

Rod : Daiwa Generation Black 1-2 kg
Reel : Daiwa Caldia
Line: Daiwa J Braid 6lb
Leader : Sunline 4lb
Lure : Spotted Cranka Crab

DIVISIONS

YOUTH DIVISION
Callum Sprott from Queensland

WOMENS DIVISION
Michelle Carmody from Queensland

MASTERS DIVISION
Lex Irwin for Queensland

PA17 Division
Hailey and Rob Paxevanos

FIRST TIMERS

Peter Chrimes from Queensland

MORTGAGE CORP MONSTER MOVER

Tim Olsen who traveled all of the way up 
from the Australian Capital Territory won 
the Mortgage Corp Power Pack for the 
tournament.

Scott Bryant 
Queensland
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For an in depth update on everything that’s happening within the 
Hobie kayak fishing tournament scene and more, subscribe to our 
newsletter and have each issue delivered, directly to your inbox!

Don’t forget, you can also download past issues and catch up on 
everything that’s happened so far.

SUBSCRIBE
NOW

HOBIE® FISHING NEWSLETTER

GRAB YOUR PAST ISSUES NOW AT HOBIEFISHING.COM.AU

hobie.com.au     hobiefishing.com.au              Hobie.Fishing.Australasia              HobieCatAustralia                 


